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Serving the North American Corrugated and Folding Carton Industries for 35 years
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Young Shin USA Limited/STOCK

Schaumburg, Illinois: Phil Mack reports, “The year 2018 was a notable one for South Korean based
Young Shin Industries Ltd. The firm opened its third manufacturing facility in Daegu,
Korea, near its two other plants, utilizing the new facility to manufacture its larger
diecutters, develop new models, and enlarge its parts inventory depot.
“Young Shin’s five-year plan is to develop new, higher-speed flatbed diecutters
while increasing robotic automation in the corrugated and folding carton production
process. Our European and American customers are seeking higher quality, lower
cost machines, which is why we have increased our exports. They need a partner
Phil Mack
who does not sacrifice quality and meets machinery safety rules and regulations in
Europe and the United States.
“Since its establishment in 2008, Young Shin USA Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Young Shin
Industries, has earned increasing market share and recognition for its superior products, service
expertise and dedication to its clients. In addition to offering the Young Shin diecutter product line,
Young Shin USA is also the exclusive North American supplier of the STOCK Maschinenbau GmbH
line of litho laminating and labeling equipment and the Cartostrip, an exceptional, offline stripping
tool.
“In 2018, Young Shin and STOCK eagerly embraced the world’s growing economies with the launch
of several new and enhanced products. The popular Young Shin Zenith Series was enhanced with
the addition of the Zenith 150S diecutter that provides production at over 7,000 SPH. With an attractive acquisition price, unparalleled speed and rapid make-ready, the Zenith 150S is engineered to
support high-production environments using numerous automation and time-saving features.
“Since speeds of digital printing equipment have significantly improved in the last two years, larger
runs have necessitated a more productive and automatic method of diecutting, replacing cutting
tables and clamshells. The Young Shin Giant series offers automatic feeding (EZ Feeder) and auto
stacking while producing die cut output from 2,000 - 3,000 SPH.
“Young Shin also introduced the Granite 185 diecutter to North America. Specifically designed as a
folding carton/corrugated diecutter, the unit’s high-speed production and non-stop feeding features
are supported by the integration of all new electronics providing easier make-readies, greater precision, and less operator oversight.
“The much-anticipated, German-engineered and manufactured STOCK SLLM 2025 Combinator Labeller will soon be installed at client facilities within North America. This sophisticated unit offers
speeds up to 10,000 SPH and integrated automatic full- and spot-labelling capability. The Combinator is designed for labelling and full lamination of boxes and displays including single-face corrugated and RSC’s.
“Young Shin USA is also the exclusive North American distributor of the UK-manufactured Cartostrip
device. This offline stripping tool safely and effectively replaces jackhammers and air hammers that
can cause injury to both operators and finished product, and is rapidly becoming a de facto standard
in plants across North America.
“Young Shin USA’s premium diecutters and STOCK’s globally-recognized litho laminating and labeling equipment are supported by the firm’s dedication to service excellence, productivity and customer satisfaction.”
Visit www.youngshinusa.com.
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